In order to improve the recognition function of the joint transform correlation, this paper describes the conception and application method of distorted images correlation recognition, makes Synthetic Discriminant Functions (SDF) in the computer and analyses the recognition results of rotation and scale distorted images. The recognition experiment results of real images show that the correlation recognition method based on SDF realize the distortion invariant pattern recognition of distorted images, and it is effective and feasible.
INTRODUCTION
The scientific researchers constantly study many methods in order to resolve the important problem that how to realize the distortion invariant pattern recognition of the joint transform correlation. The problem is not resolved effectively until 1984, Casasent offered the Synthetic Discriminant Function (SDF) to resolve the recognition of distorted images [1] . The matched filters based on the synthetic discriminant function can be off-line made and online operation, so the method is flexible and be considered as the effective method to resolve the distorted image recognition.
THE INTRODUCTION OF SYNTHETIC DISCRIMINANT FUNCTION
The basic thought of synthetic discriminant function is that the target images need to be recognized and the distorted images are made to a training set. These images of the training set are operated to find out the suitable parameters and then compose the synthetic discriminant function. Based on SDF the space matched filters are made, when the correct target image is input the matched filters, a correlation output peak is showed in the output space. As long as the target image is one of the training images set of SDF, the output correlation peak is not changed along with the distorted target images [1] .
f is the express training sample images set of target distorted images, .Because output central correlation peak is only need to be considered on the correlation recognition, it is feasible that the dot product can instead of correlation, and that the space relation of n f and h is not need to be
（1）
Where nm r means the member of the cross-correlation matrix R of } { n f , and
, the equation (1) is expressed as the matrix form, then 
THE DESIGN AND PRODUCTION OF THE SDF
The flow process of the program design of SDF based on the computer is shown as follow [2] to get the synthetic discriminant function h . Finally the synthetic discriminant function h is made the digital-analog conversion to the digital template image of h .
THE DISTORTION INVARIANT PATTERN RECOGNITION BASED ON THE SDF
The rotating and rescaling distortion template images of the SDF are made by the computer, the rotating distortion template images of the SDF is introduced emphatically as follow.
The target image is shown in Figue.1 (a) , the size of it is 256256 pixels. The rotating transform at Figue.1 (b) .Every rotating image of nine temple images set and the rotating distortion template image of SDF are processed by the joint transform correlation, and the correlation peak values is shown in Table I , the average value 2.99843 of nine correlation peak values is regard as the ideal correlation peak value and compute the absolute and relative error values of every images.
Based on the Table I , we know that the correlation peak values of the nine temple images an d the rotating distortion template image of SDF are the same mainly, and the maximum absolute error value is 0.0111, the maximum relative error value is 0.37%.Because the invariant correlation peak values, the nine rotating distortion template image can be recognized as the same target image. In order to verify the effectiveness and feasibility of the SDF, the other ten rotating distortion template images （ Table II .
Based on the Table II , we know the correlation peak value errors of ten other temple images an d the rotating distortion template image of SDF are small, comparing with the ideal average value, the maximum absolute error value is -0.05973and the maximum relative error value is 1.99%. Because the test temple image has a small rotating distortion relative to the nine training temple images set, the correlation peak values are less than the ideal correlation peak values. Usually we set when the relative error value is less than or equal to 5%, the distortion target image is regarded as the true target image, so the rotating distortion template images relative to the true image (the rotating distortion range is 0 22 ~0 22 ) are regarded to be recognized and the recognition rate is 100%.
In the same way we can make the rescaling distortion template image of the SDF. 
CONCLUSIONS
Refer to the recognition experimental result, and it can be come to a conclusion that the joint transform correlation based on the SDF is feasible for distortion invariant pattern recognition. Because the temple images are ideal images without noise, the recognition rate is 100% for a definite distortion range. The recognition rate on practical application is little less than the recognition rate of ideal condition. Combining a SDF template image including more distorted images is difficult, so it is need high computation speed, high accuracy class of template image and highperformance optic devices. The computer analysis of experimental results show, the distortion invariant pattern recognition correlator based on the SDF is characterized by high discrimination, real-time and flexible processing, and compact construction. The correlation technology in the thesis will have broad developing prospect in image processing, pattern recognition, target tracing and robot sight etc.
